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The global economy is in a mid-cycle phase with growth at or above trend
The Fed’s removal of accommodation poses a new challenge to policymakers and a risk to financial markets
Dampening inflation expectations while supporting economic growth will lead to increased volatility in risk assets
Inflation expectations should ease by mid-2022 as bottlenecks in the supply chain are resolved and the Fed begins raising rates
Fed policy is expected to normalize over the next 2-3 years, but at a slower pace than currently expected
Interest rates are increasing but are well supported by pent up consumer demand and strong balance sheets
The U.S. dollar is supported near-term Fed policy, but likely to tend lower longer term
10-12% earnings growth should support increases in stocks, even as PE multiples compress further
We remain US centric in our equity allocation with a modest allocation to international funds due to attractive valuations
Key risks in 2022: 1) a more hawkish central bank and higher rates; 2) Inflation's impact on long-duration assets; 3) Omicron's impact on the
reopening of the global economy; 4) U.S. stock valuation & asset bubbles; 5) Geopolitics, specifically NATO’ evolving relationship with
Russia & China; 6) China credit contagion
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The US Economy Continues to Expand
The U.S. has entered the mid-cycle phase of its expansion, with economic activity
generally supportive of growth. However, supply chain disruptions continue to
weaken growth, and some developing countries remain constrained by restrictive
vaccination and reopening agendas. For example, China slipped into a growth
recession in Q4'21 due to a significant slowdown in activity.
During the mid-cycle expansion phase, the economy usually experiences more
moderate growth than experienced during the early-cycle phase. A backdrop of
accommodative, though increasingly neutral, monetary policy continues to fuel
economic, credit, and profit growth. Sales and inventories continue to grow in
tandem. During midcycle, growth rates moderate, and the leadership of interest
rate-sensitive sectors tapers. Economically sensitive sectors still perform well, but
investors begin rotating to industries that see their products or services at their
peak.

Historically, stock market performance has been strong during the midcycle
phase, averaging 14%. Furthermore, midcycle tends to be longer than any other
stage (nearly four years), and this is when most stock market corrections occur.
As a result, sector leadership frequently changes, resulting in the smallest
performance differential between sectors. As the chart on the bottom shows, no
sector has outperformed the broader market more than half of the time (hit
rate), and the magnitude of the outperformance has been modest compared with
the other three phases.
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A decline in the Federal budget deficit will be a headwind
On the top right-hand side of the chart, the federal budget surplus/deficit
as forecasted by the congressional budget office (CBO) shows a significant
drop in the deficit from 12.4% in GDP last fiscal year to 4.7% of GDP this
fiscal year. This is known as the “Fiscal Cliff.” Some of this decline will
eventually be reduced by the passage of "Build Back Better." But the bill has
yet to be passed, and because of that, we expect a drag from fiscal stimulus
in the first quarter.
Eliminating transfer payments is expected to be reported as a reduction in
spending on food and basic items, credit card payments, and to some
extent, utility bills. Specifically, an estimated 35 million households in the US
receive checks on the 15th of the month as child tax credits. These checks
have been fairly generous, targeting middle American and lower-income
households. Studies show that lower or middle-income households, spend a
much higher percentage of their discretionary budget on food. We've seen
an explosion in food spending over the last two years because of
government stimulus checks. As the checks are reduced, we expect a drag in
activity in those areas.
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The US is Back on Trend Growth
The chart on the left shows the U.S. economy declining sharply during
the pandemic and then surging once it reopened. Consensus now
expects the US economy grew about 7.0% in Q4'21, buoyed by
strong consumer spending and the rebuilding of inventories. In the
first half of 2022, consensus expects growth to slow to about 2.5 to
3.0%. Output levels in the U.S. have already exceeded those achieved
in Q4'19, recovering all recessionary GDP losses. Based on a 7.0%
growth expectation for Q4'21, the U.S. economy is back on-trend.
The US is unlikely to grow at the same rate it did in 2021. Growth will
be curtailed by Omicron, which should help reduce inflationary
pressures and keep interest rates in check.
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Why are Interest Rates so Low?
The US Federal Reserve began tapering its bond purchases in December 2021,
which will force the 12-month rolling average of bond purchases lower. The
chart on the left shows the amount of bonds purchased (i.e, Quantitative
Easing) by the Federal Reserve, the Bank of Japan, the European Central Bank,
and the Bank of England since 2016, with the total exceeding $5 trillion in
Q4'20.
The US Federal Reserve plans to conclude its QE program by the end of March
2022. The Bank of Japan is also reducing its bond purchases while the European
Central Bank attempts to phase out its pandemic emergency purchase program
for bonds. Tapering removes fiscal stimulus. Tapering also reduces the global
demand for bonds and is expected to increase interest rates.
The chart on the right side of the page shows an increasing number of Central
Banks beginning to hike rates. As institutional support for long-term bonds,
treasury bonds, and government bonds weakens, we expect yields to rise. The
consensus for ten-year yields appears to be coalescing around 2.0 and 2.5% for
2022. Increasing bond yields by just 50 basis points reduces bond prices by
about 3.25%. Because of this, we believe 2022 could be a more challenging year
for bonds.
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The Demand for Labor remains at Record Levels
The Bureau of Labor Statistics reported that total job openings
(calculated as job openings as a percent of total employment plus jobs
that have not yet been filled) grew +56.1% y/y to 10.562 million in
November. The hiring rate increased to 4.5% from 4.4% in each of the
prior three months. This is was well above the 3.8% low posted in
January. The level of hiring rose +11.3% y/y to 6.697 million. The
overall layoff & discharge rate remained at the record low of 0.9%
for the fourth consecutive month. The job market remains extremely
strong, with significant pent-up demand for labor.
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Long Run Inflation Expectations
The chart on this page shows headline CPI inflation spiking to +6.9%
year over year, while the core PCE deflator (ex-food, and energy)
running at +4.7%. The headline inflation number includes several
transitory items, such as new and used car prices (+9.85% & 26.45%,
respectively) and lodging away from home (+22.5%). We believe core PCE
deflator will remain close to 3.0% throughout 2022, well above the Fed's
long-term target of 2.0%. This gives the Fed ample reason to continue
tapering and eventually to raise rates.
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Global Economic Activity Appears to have Peaked
The chart on this page shows the strength of the global economy over time
as measured by the Purchasing Managers Index (PMI). The PMI is designed
to help decision-makers, analysts, and investors assess current and future
business conditions. The PMI measures the direction in which economic
trends are headed in the manufacturing and service sectors. It outlines
whether the economy is expanding, stable, or contracting as viewed by
purchasing managers.
The table shows signs of slowing economies emerged in December 2021,
with the U.S. PMI dipping to 56.9 from 57.2 in November. The Euro area also
eased from 55.4 to 53.4. Due to Omicron, we believe the global PMI of 54.8
will also slow in December and take another step down in Q1'22. The hit to
the global economy will be a "pause that refreshes" that takes some of the
edge off inflation. Omicron will likely discourage some demand, but we
don't expect it's enough to disrupt the ongoing recovery in the global
economy.
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The First Rate Hike is Expected by June 2022
This chart shows the FOMC and investors’ expectations for the federal
funds rate, unemployment, and headline PCE inflation through 2025. At
the end of 2021, the Fed expected the unemployment rate to decline to
4.3% (3.9% actual), GDP to post 5.5% year over year growth (GDPNow
forecasts is currently 6.6% growth), and headline PCE inflation to
average 5.3%. By the end of 2022, the Fed expects inflation to drop back
to 2.6% and an unemployment rate of 3.5%. However, even if energy
prices decline year over year, headline inflation will remain well above
the Fed's inflation target of 2.0% long term.
We believe these metrics will keep the Fed on a path of tapering and
tightening. If inflation proves more resilient than the Fed anticipate in
the first half of 2022 and the economy continues to grow at a moderate
pace, then the Fed is likely to initiate its first rate hike of the cycle in
June 2022. Currently, the Fed plans to raise rates 3x in 2022 and another
3x in 2023. This pace of rate hike implies a much more hawkish Fed than
previously outlined and one that suggests interest rates should continue
to rise over 2022, particularly as the threat from Omicron fades.
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Interest Rate Differentials are Key to Dollar
In the second half of 2021, the U.S. dollar increased, undercutting
international returns. The top chart on the right side of the page shows
the deterioration in the current account deficit as a result of a high
dollar. The chart in the bottom right shows the Federal Reserve policy on
rates relative to other Central Banks as a bit more aggressive. Longerterm, the dollar needs to decline if we expect to see an improvement in
international returns. For this to occur, we also need to see a moderation
in U.S. economic momentum relative to the rest of the world, which
seems unlikely in the near term.
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Is the Bond Market Broken?
Treasury securities have migrated to the bottom left-hand corner of the chart,
showing investors are paid very little in the way of interest income. On the far
right-hand side of the chart, assets such as high yield, EM debt, and other
extended parts of the fixed income universe offer yields 2- to 3x higher than
traditional treasury securities. These asset classes provide more income but offer
only limited protection if and when the equity market sells off.
Wellspring advocates a barbell approach to investing in fixed income. When
building the fixed income part of the portfolio, we have reallocated funds away
from U.S. Treasury bonds toward securitized paper, investment-grade
corporates, preferred stock, and municipal bonds. We have expanded the fixed
income universe to include high yield and emerging markets debt to help
generate incremental income.
We believe alternatives fixed income securities offer incremental value to
traditional fixed-income in a low-interest-rate world. The green diamonds on the
chart highlight things like core real estate and infrastructure that provide
credit-like levels of yield without significant amounts of equity risk.
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Fixed Income Valuations are Stretched
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Diversification Benefits of Satellite Assets
The chart at the top of the page shows the S&P500 total return
disintegrated into dividend income and capital appreciation. Long term,
dividend income has accounted for about a third of the overall returns in
the equity market. Given elevated PE multiples, we believe dividends will
account for a larger share of equity returns moving forward, similar to
what was experienced during the 1970s.
The chart at the bottom of the page shows asset classes like E.M. debt,
preferred, high yield, and real estate - each generating attractive yields
relative to U.S. equities and Treasury securities. U.S. equities are currently
yielding a low 1.4%, and the 10-year treasury yields just 1.5%. We believe
satellite assets offer an attractive combination of higher income at
reduced volatility to supplement this income. A more holistic approach to
income generation is required in the near term.
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International Equities are cheap relative to US Equities
Many questions remain on Omicron and how emerging markets and countries like
China respond. If emerging markets follow the path of developed markets and other
parts of southeast Asia, where vaccination rates have risen substantially in recent
months, the outlook for international investments is relatively balanced.

Analysts expect 8% earnings growth in the Eurozone in 2022, 9% growth in Japan, 6%
growth in EM, and 16% growth in China. This compares to earnings growth of 9.0% in
the United States in 2022.
Historically, a positive correlation has existed between the performance of Japanese
and European equities and the U.S. 10 -year Treasury yield. Against a backdrop of rising
rates in the US, owning developed market funds outside the U.S. has been an effective
hedge historically.
China had a challenging year in 2021 and appears poised for a bounce in 2022,
particularly in earnings. The key is to be patient and selective. Despite the well-known
risks in the current environment, the outlook for international assets continues to be
constructive over the next 12 to 24 months, primarily due to valuation.
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High single digit earning growth faces margin headwinds
On the far-right side of this chart, consensus forecasts for earnings per share growth
for the S&P500 in 20221 is 72%. We believe this growth rate will be revised lower
since a high number of companies have provided negative guidance for Q4’21
earnings due to Omicron and its impact on supply chains.
Corporate earnings are linked to nominal GDP growth. Even if real economic output
decelerates, but inflation remains high, nominal GDP growth will be wellsupported. We expect strong nominal GDP to translates to solid earnings growth
over the course of 2022. From a dollar value perspective, analysts expects $220 a
share for the S&P500 in 2022.
We expect margins will be an important factor to earnings in 2022. The far righthand side of the chart shows that nearly three-quarters of last years earnings
growth was due to margin expansion. In 2022, increased wages and rising input
costs are expected to negatively impact margin. Managements have indicated they
plan to pass some of the price increases onto customers, but don’t have a high
degree of confidence in the price increases sticking. We expect many companies to
continue their investments in automation and efficiency programs to offset some of
the downward pressure on earnings caused by declining margins.
We believe margins will decline slightly from 13 to 12% in 2022, not enough to
undermine the earnings forecasts of 9-10% growth in the year as a whole.
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Normal Earning for the S&P500 implies MSD Returns

For 2022, Wellspring expects full-year normalized earnings power for the S&P500 of $217 vs. $189 of earnings power in 2021 (20 Qtr smoothing model). Using the year end 2021 price
of 4,713 for the S&P500 values the market at 21.7x forward earnings. For perspective, the market has been more expensive just 10% of the time since 1988, which limits the potential
upside in stocks. Assuming investors are willing to assign a top quartile P/E multiple (i.e., 19.4x) to forward earnings and corporate earnings grow at +7.0% annually over the next five
years (average growth rate since 1988 shown on the chart on the left), then the S&P500 could grow about +6.4% per annum over the next five years. If either inflation is higher than
forecasted or earnings multiples compress more expected, then returns on stocks would be less.
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Factor Models Favor Defensive, Momentum & High Dividends

In our factor model, we evaluate the performance of each factor in the year following the most recent year. For example, the top overall factor (ranked #1 in a given
year) is usually followed by bottom overall performance (ranked #9th) the following year. This suggests investors often pull-forward returns chasing the most robust
factor, which then is followed by below-average returns in the following year as mean reversion takes hold. In the table on the right above, we show the best overall
returns in subsequent years are generated (on average) by the factors ranked 5th, 9th and 6th the preceding year. Accordingly, the model points to Defensive,
Momentum and High Dividends factors as performing well in 2022 while Value, Small cap and Multifactor lag. How did the model do in 2021? The model predicted
Value (1st overall), Defensives (5th) and Min Vol (7th) would lead the market while Momentum (9th overall), High Dividend (6th) and Quality (3th) would lag.
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Annual Returns and Intra-year Declines
2021

2016

By studying the changes in asset allocation for Institutional and Endowment portfolios over the past five years we gain insight into the collective wisdom of investment
committees across the U.S. While only a snapshot in time, the allocations and perhaps more important - the changes in allocation reflect investment committees’ outlook for a
specific risk asset. For example, over the past five years institutions pension funds increased their allocation to equities from 27.9% to 35.2% (+7.3%) while Endowments
reduced the allocation from 48% to 32.1% (15.9%). The increase to equities by institutional funds was sourced primarily by a reduction in the allocation to Real Estate. Over
the past five years, real estate returned +12.6% annually while US equities returned +17.8%. Obviously, this call added value to institutional portfolios. Alternatively, many
Endowments derisked portfolios, increasing their allocation to fixed income from 38% to 49.9% over the past five years. The increase in fixed income allocations was funded
primarily through a reduction in equities. Asset allocation decisions are important. The Family Office/High Net Worth model leans more toward the intuitional allocation
model, with a modest allocation to traditional fixed income and growing allocation to satellite and hedge assets.
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Annual Returns and Intra-year Declines

The S&P500 returned 27% in 2021 with only a 5% drawdown. The drawdown was just a third of the average drawdown for equities in the U.S. over the past 42 years. Periodic
corrections in the market are normal. Since 1980, the S&P 500 Index has experienced a 14% peak-to-trough decline during the year. Half of the years since 1980 have seen at
least a 10% correction. We expect volatility to trend high in 2022 with a wide distribution of possible outcomes. Topping the list of investor concerns are: 1) a more hawkish
central bank and higher rates; 2) inflation's impact on long-duration assets; 3) Omicron's impact on the reopening of the global economy; 4) elevated U.S. stock valuation and the
potential for asset bubbles; 5) geopolitics, specifically the U.S.'s evolving relationship with Russian & China; 6) China credit contagion. Each of these has the potential to drive
volatility higher in 2022. After a banner year in 2021 for the S&P500, adopting a more conservative position in the portfolio appears prudent.
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It’s Time in the Market not Market Timing
The chart of the left shows the range of outcomes for rolling periods (1-, 5-, 10-, & 20
years) for stocks, bonds and a 50/50 blend over the last 71 years. For example, since
1950, the 10-year return on stocks has ranged from +19% to -1%, with 95% of the
rolling 10-year periods posting positive returns. For the 10-year period ending 2021,
stocks returned +15.8% per year.
The S&P 500 has gained an average of +11.1% per year (total return) over the last 50
years (i.e., 1972-2021). In the past three years, the S&P500 has returned +28.9%,
+16.3% and +26.89% (2021, 2020, 2021, respectively). The NASDAQ composite gained
+22.2% in 2021 and +142.0% over the last 3 years (2019-2021), equal to +34.3% per
year and its best 3-year run since 1997-1999. We believe it’s reasonable to assume
some pull-forward of future returns has occurred as a result of extreme Fed policy.
Since 1950, the S&P500 index has been up 54% of 18,118 trading days, 61% of 864
months, 67% of 288 quarters and 74% of 72 years. The S&P 500 has been positive in
17 of the last 19 years. Over the long-term, the S&P 500 has been up 40 of the last 50
years, i.e., 80% of the time.
The total return for the S&P 500 over the last 30 years (1992-2021) was a gain of
+10.6% per year. If you missed the 30 best percentage gain days over the last 30
years (i.e., 30 days in total, not 30 days per year), the +10.6% annual gain falls to a
+4.4% annual gain.
Stay the course!
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Risks and Disclosures
This document is a general communication being provided for informational purposes to Wellspring clients only. It is educational in nature and not
intended to be taken as advice or a recommendation for any specific investment product, strategy, plan feature, or other purposes in any
jurisdiction, nor is it a commitment from Wellspring Financial Advisors, LLC, to participate in any of the transactions mentioned herein. Any
examples used are generic, hypothetical, and for illustration purposes only. This material does not contain sufficient information to support an
investment decision and should not be relied upon by Wellspring clients or others in evaluating the merits of investing in any securities or products.
Investors should request an independent assessment of the legal, regulatory, tax, credit, and accounting implications and determine if any
investment or asset class mentioned herein is believed to be appropriate to their personal goals. Investors should ensure they obtain all available
relevant information before making any investment. Any forecasts, figures, opinions or investment techniques and strategies set out are for
information purposes only, based on certain assumptions and current market conditions and are subject to change without prior notice. All
information presented herein is accurate at the time of production, but no warranty of accuracy is given, and no liability in respect of any error or
omission is accepted. It should be noted that investments involve risks, and the value of investments and the income from them may fluctuate under
market conditions and taxation agreements, and investors may not get back the full amount invested. Both past performance and yields are not
reliable indicators of current and future results.
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